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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Enterprise organizations across all industries are embarking on a hybrid cloud journey. With a hybrid cloud, companies can place each workload 
in its optimal environment, which has the effect of speeding deployments, reducing costs, and allowing the right security measures to be put into 
place to meet compliance standards for sensitive data. Integrating public cloud with private systems allows organizations to take advantage of 
pay-as-you-go public cloud pricing models to handle high-volume batch computing jobs and sudden traffic spikes while maintaining control and 
predictability with owned infrastructure. 

The current IT practices and various incompatible application deployment environments have created challenges for organizations to achieve 
these objectives. Some of the key challenges are as follows:  

• Modernizing legacy apps to take advantage of the latest agile cloud-native and DevOps innovations are difficult and time-consuming 

• Managing workloads in multiple platforms that are spanning across hybrid cloud environments is challenging 

• Provisioning a new environment is a slow process and can significantly stifle innovation as teams have to wait for the environment to be 
available 

• Vendor lock-in is a real concern and pertains to the use of any proprietary technology, on-premises, or in public clouds 

• Siloed infrastructure increases overhead costs including administrative overhead in addition to the price of additional infrastructure 

To unleash business opportunities through digital transformation, enterprises must overcome these restrictions and adapt to the new concepts 
and solutions of next-generation IT practices. 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise believes the next wave of technology innovation will be built on a more agile application development platform and 
will use modern, cloud-native architecture with portability across any infrastructure from edge to cloud. Application containers orchestrated using 
open-source Kubernetes (K8s) are central to this new approach, providing key features and technologies to ensure that organizations succeed in 
their digital transformation journey.  

The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform combines two unique and powerful container and data management systems. HPE Ezmeral Container 
Platform is a central control plane supporting CNCF certified, 100% open-source Kubernetes along with the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric to manage 
the persistent data modern, stateful applications require. This combination creates the industry’s first enterprise-grade container platform 
designed to run both microservices-architected, cloud-native applications, and monolithic non-cloud-native applications. HPE Ezmeral Container 
Platform enables hybrid cloud deployment spanning on-premises, public cloud, and edge environment. Your applications can run on bare-metal 
or virtualized infrastructure, on any public cloud, and at the edge. 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform is the industry’s first enterprise-grade container platform designed to deploy both cloud-native and non-cloud-
native applications using open source Kubernetes – running on bare-metal or virtualized infrastructure, on any public cloud, and at the edge. 
HPE Ezmeral Container Platform helps enterprise organizations to accelerate their data-driven digital transformation efforts – to enhance 
customer and user experiences, grow new revenue streams, and deliver faster business innovation. With the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 
solutions, we provide our customers with: 

• Multi-cluster control plane: To deploy, run, and manage multiple Kubernetes clusters in hybrid-cloud and multi-cloud environments. 

• Cloud-native and non-cloud-native monolithic apps: With differentiated capabilities to containerize monolithic and stateful applications, 
without the need to refactor code. 

• Ready-to-run workload-optimized solutions: To build containerized applications for a wide range of use cases, with their choice of open-
source or ISV tools, and deploy them anywhere – on-premises, in any public cloud, or at the edge. 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform includes pre-integrated HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for persistent container storage – and it provides the 
foundation for our HPE Ezmeral ML Ops solution. Our container platform is the cornerstone of our recently announced HPE Ezmeral software 
portfolio, and a key element of our overall as-a-service strategy with HPE GreenLake (including our new container service).  

The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform on HPE ProLiant DL360 and HPE ProLiant DL380 Servers along with automation scripts help deploy a 
production-ready environment with software-defined storage spanning multiple clusters and data centers. 

Target audience: This Reference Architecture is for IT decision-makers and architects who have a directive to invest in the cloud, modernize 
their legacy applications, and reduce their data center footprint. The intent is to assist platform engineers and cloud architects in defining and 

https://www.hpe.com/containerplatform
http://www.hpe.com/datafabric
http://hpe.com/MLOps
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/newsroom/blog-post/2020/06/introducing-the-hpe-ezmeral-software-portfolio.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/greenlake/containers.html
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implementing a container, or hybrid cloud strategy. DevOps managers, infrastructure engineers, and LOB managers will benefit from this paper 
and improve their operational efficiencies in containers or hybrid cloud or accelerate the time to value for developing and deploying analytics.  

Document purpose: This Reference Architecture provides an overview of the deployment of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform and HPE Ezmeral 
Data Fabric for Kubernetes running on HPE ProLiant DL360 and HPE ProLiant DL380 Servers using Local Disks or optional use HPE Nimble 
array for persistent volumes. 

INTRODUCTION 
Today’s economic market conditions make it imperative for enterprises to accelerate their digital transformation strategy to become competitive 
and innovative in their industries. However, traditional IT practices and different application deployment environments present daunting 
challenges that one must overcome. According to Gartner, the adoption of containers and Kubernetes is increasing for cloud-native applications 
with 75% of global organizations expected to be running containerized applications by 2022.1 At the same time, containerized workloads 
spanning hybrid environments are also set to increase over the next few years. Containers use is growing rapidly, and vendors are investing 
heavily to bring this to the enterprise market as customers are preparing to invest in containers as part of their digital transformation initiatives.2 

New cloud-native applications are developed from the ground up leveraging containers and microservices architecture, using a DevOps and 
continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) approach. Beyond these new cloud-native architectures, enterprises also use and own a 
variety of existing legacy applications that are not cloud-native. Many of these legacy applications have a traditional monolithic, three-tier, client-
server software architecture. Organizations want to modernize these existing monolithic enterprise applications, a few options for performing this 
modernization effort including rewriting the legacy applications in a modern programming language, re-architecting them as cloud-native 
applications, or porting them over to a new computing platform. The goal is to reduce the cost of operations while bringing agility and modern 
DevOps efficiencies to these legacy applications. These modernization efforts are time-consuming and expensive. Running some of the non-
cloud-native, monolithic applications in containers provides an easier way to bring the modernization benefits of agility and efficiency without the 
need to do a costly refactoring of code. When performance and isolation is the key driver of outcome for containerized applications, the most 
efficient approach is to deploy the containerized infrastructure on bare metal computes. 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise is fundamentally changing that equation by delivering a container platform for a broader range of application 
architecture with portability across on-premises, public cloud, and edge environments. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform is uniquely positioned to 
help customers as they are experiencing these challenging times and prepare for this rapidly changing digital future—leveraging AI and data-
driven innovation. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform eliminates the complexity and expense of a virtual machine layer with bare metal 
containerization that eliminates the expense of the hypervisor layer. This ensures enterprise-grade security, performance, scalability, and 
reliability. However, the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform also supports deploying containerized applications on virtualized servers if this is 
desired. 

The HPE Ezmeral portfolio allows you to: 

• Run containers and Kubernetes at scale to modernize apps, from edge to cloud 

• Manage your apps, data, and ops – leveraging AI and analytics for faster time-to-insights 

• Ensure control for governance, compliance, and lower costs 

• Provide enterprise-grade security and authentication to reduce risk 

  

 
 
 
 
1 “6 Best Practices for Creating a Container Platform Strategy,” Gartner, Inc., 20192 “Worldwide Container Infrastructure Software Market Shares”. 
2 “2017: Containers Poised for Growth,” Doc # US43408418, IDC, Dec 2018. 
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Figure 1 shows the overview of the HPE Ezmeral software portfolio. 

 

This Reference Architecture provides information on deploying of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform and HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric architecture on 
HPE ProLiant DL360 and HPE ProLiant DL380 Servers, a general-purpose workload-optimized platform to serve the needs of DevOps teams, 
CI/CD workflow integration, application modernization, and hybrid cloud solutions for the enterprise. This solution provides a cloud-like 
experience to our customers from edge to core to the cloud. The HPE ProLiant DL360 and HPE ProLiant DL380 Servers are general-purpose 
built server, storage, and networking hardware is the foundation for an infrastructure that provides both rapid deployment and scaling while 
delivering the highest levels of performance, quality, and availability. Scale compute, storage, networking, and scale-up and scale-out - solutions 
for your big data analytics and machine learning. This solution also showcases how to modernize a legacy application using KubeDirector.  

The combination of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform (with pre-integrated HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric), HPE ProLiant DL Servers delivers a 
business-focused architecture that rapidly deploys modern containers supporting the new application framework. Ultimately, this results in faster 
digital transformation for the business. With services from HPE Pointnext and HPE GreenLake, you can decide whether to purchase hardware 
upfront or move to a pay-as-you-go consumption model.  

Key benefits include: 

• Flexible unified platform for cloud-native and non-cloud-native apps 

• Enterprise-class security 

• Fast, easy deployment and management of Kubernetes clusters provides rapid time to value 

• Flexible multi-cluster, multitenant control plane facilitates the ability to deploy on-premises, public clouds, or at the edge 

• Curated App Store allows the rapid creation of solutions for various use cases. Example: CI/CD, app modernization, NoSQL databases, data 
analytics, and AI/ML 

Key differentiators of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform and HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric on HPE ProLiant DL360 and 
HPE ProLiant DL380 Servers 
The key differentiators are: 

• Supporting the Kubernetes guidelines by disaggregating compute and storage at the platform layer, in line with the fundamental tenet of 
modern data center design. 

• Deployment from power-on to developer ready takes only hours, not weeks or months with the automation of OS deployment, and installation 
of the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. 
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• Simplifies the user experience with a self-service portal and one-click application deployment. 

• HPE Ezmeral Container Platform connects to external data without copying data locally by leveraging the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric. 

• HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric can also be leveraged for scale-out, edge-ready persistent storage along with data platform for data services. 

HPE’s innovation such as KubeDirector offers a controller to deploy non-cloud-native apps. Comprehensive security models deliver as-a-service 
with end-to-end security from HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers silicon root-of-trust to HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric’s data encryption and HPE 
Ezmeral Container Platform integration with security services such as Active Directory. This Reference Architecture provides an overview of 
deploying and managing multiple HPE Ezmeral Container Platform K8s Clusters delivering containerized clusters on top of the best-in- HPE 
ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers and HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric. 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW 
The solution leverages the HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers Infrastructure along with major HPE products and technologies such as: 

• HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 

• HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes 

• HPE ProLiant DL360 Server 

• HPE ProLiant DL380 Server 

These components are discussed in detail in the following sections: 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform  
The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform is a unified container platform built and designed for both cloud-native applications and stateful analytics 
applications. They can run on any infrastructure either on-premises, in public clouds, in a hybrid model, or at the edge.  

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform installs as a software layer between the underlying server infrastructure and the Big Data distribution, AI/ML 
libraries, and applications. The use of Docker is completely transparent, and HPE Ezmeral Container Platform customers benefit from greater 
agility and bare-metal performance due to the lightweight nature of containers. They can leverage the flexibility of containers to simplify the 
development of DevOps, CI/CD pipelines, and application modernization across hybrid cloud deployments.  
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Figure 2 shows the high-level architecture of the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. 

 

Key Features 
• Multi-cluster Kubernetes management: Fast, easy deployment and management, and monitoring of multiple clusters with the out-of-the-

box configuration of networking, load balancing, and storage. 

• Hybrid cloud deployment: The ability to deploy on any infrastructure—on-premises, in public clouds, or at the edge. 

• Enterprise-ready persistent container storage: Fully managed, integrated, scale-out, edge-ready persistent storage with the HPE Ezmeral 
Data Fabric plus DataTap and FSMount provides connectivity to data without copying data locally.  

• 100% open-source Cloud Native Computing Foundation (CNCF) Kubernetes: With innovations such as KubeDirector—an open-source 
Kubernetes-based controller to deploy non-cloud-native, stateful apps. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform is a CNCF certified Kubernetes 
distribution. 

• One-click provisioning: Pre-packaged App Store with curated, prebuilt images for a wide range of applications including machine learning 
(ML), analytics, IoT/edge, CI/CD, and other modern apps. These span Helm Charts, Operators, YAML, and KubeDirector. 

• Simplified installation or upgrade workflow: This includes a bare metal (primary), VMs, or cloud instances. 

• Enterprise-grade security and control: Integration into enterprise security and authentication services with support for high availability, fault 
tolerance, and resiliency for mission-critical enterprise applications using authentication (AD/LDAP with multi-domain) and pre-defined roles 
or authorization. 

• KubeDirector: The first and only open source K8s custom resource definition (CRD) that deploys non-cloud native, monolithic distributed ISV 
stateful applications (Example: CDH, HDP, Confluent, Bring your own ISV app). 

• Streamlined access to K8s clusters and services for end-users: Gateway hosts isolate or shield the control plane and K8s hosts from the 
user network. This uniquely provides load balancing to multi-master K8s cluster(s) and routes to K8s services exposed via Node Ports and 
Ingress Controllers. 
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• Bare metal performance: HPE Ezmeral Container Platform provides storage I/O optimizations to deliver data to applications without the 
penalties commonly associated with virtualization or containerization. The compute cores and RAM in each host are pooled and then 
partitioned into virtual resource groups based on tenant requirements. 

• Multi-Cloud Management: HPE Ezmeral Container Platform provides the ability to manage and deploy the application to imported external 
on-premises K8s clusters, Google GKE, MS Azure AKS, and VMware Tanzu. 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 
HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 includes the following new features: 

 

FIGURE 3. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 What’s New 

• AI/ML projects in Kubernetes: Version 4.0 introduced a dedicated artificial intelligence/machine learning (AI/ML) interface and workflow. 
Version 5.0 added support for Kubernetes pods, tenants, and clusters. Version 5.2 combines the two by adding the AI/ML workflow and 
interface to Kubernetes clusters. See about HPE Ezmeral ML Ops and Getting Started with AI/ML in Kubernetes. 

• HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric in Kubernetes: You may now add dedicated Data Fabric nodes and then create dedicated Data Fabric clusters in 
Kubernetes and then register those clusters to act as tenant/project storage for the entire HPE Ezmeral Container Platform deployment. See 
about HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric. 

• Istio: Kubernetes clusters and tenants may now include the Istio service mesh. See about Istio. 

• Enhanced Kubernetes cluster import: HPE Ezmeral Container platform expands support for importing external Kubernetes clusters hosted 
on a variety of cloud platforms. See Importing an External Kubernetes Cluster. 

• Custom default password: You may specify a custom default password when installing the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. See Standard 
Installation. 

• UEFI boot support: You may now install the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform on hosts with the UEFI boot feature enabled. 

• Livy support: Livy support is integrated with HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric, provided that HPE Ezmeral Container Platform is configured to use 
Kubernetes Data Fabric clusters during installation, and not the embedded version of HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric. See Platform Controller Setup. 
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http://docs.bluedata.com/52_about-hpe-ezmeral-ml-ops
http://docs.bluedata.com/52_k8s-getting-started-with-ai-and-ml-in-kubernetes
http://docs.bluedata.com/52_about-hpe-ezmeral-data-fabric
http://docs.bluedata.com/52_k8s-istio-service-mesh
http://docs.bluedata.com/52_k8s-importing-an-external-kubernetes-cluster
http://docs.bluedata.com/52_standard-installation
http://docs.bluedata.com/52_standard-installation
http://docs.bluedata.com/52_platform-controller-setup
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Figure 4 represents a block diagram of the Kubernetes architecture within the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform.  

 

HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric 
The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform by default will install and configure the persistent data fabric for AI and analytics and K8s workload. This 
data fabric is a distributed file and object store that manages both structured and unstructured data. It is designed to store data at an Exabyte 
scale, support trillions of files, and combine analytics and operations into a single platform. It supports industry-standard protocols and APIs, 
including POSIX, NFS, S3, and HDFS. With production-ready capabilities like policy-based data tiering, consistent snapshots, and mirroring, the 
persistent data fabric serves as the enterprise standard for meeting stringent storage and processing SLAs across on-premises, hybrid cloud, and 
edge deployment. 

All applications running in containers will be able to natively access data across the fabric through DataTaps as well as through FSMount. K8s 
persistent volumes will be seamlessly available across clusters from this persistent data fabric. 

The data fabric provides pre-integrated, scale-out, and edge-ready persistent storage along with data services. The unique features provided by 
HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric are: 

• Enterprise data persistence with fast, flexible, and consistent data access for multiple tenants leveraging a global namespace and supports 
multi-protocol access 

• Auto-tiering enables an effortless data scale with seamless hot, warm, and cold data tiering across a hybrid cloud environment 

• Secure and portable data access, controlled data, and app mobility from the core to cloud to edge using a common security and governance 
model 
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• Deployed clusters are viewed as a single, logical, and local cluster that is run globally 

• Distributed metadata service and support of limitless scale (billions of files, PBs of data) with no single point of failure 

• Ability to bring your AI/ML tool of choice without the need to create another copy/silo of data 

• HA/Resiliency/DR capabilities for mission-critical deployment through automatic services failover, container re-replication, and mirroring 

• Single distributed data fabric that can store files, tables, and message topics with data portability across nine (9) industry-standard API 

• Multitenancy to support a range of application types on a single platform 

HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes 
This solution leverages HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes.  

Figure 5 shows the overview of storage within the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform using HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes. 

 

The HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes provides the ability to run HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric services on top of Kubernetes as a set of pods. 
It allows you to create Data Platform Clusters for storing data and Tenants for running applications such as spark jobs inside pods. Installing both 
the Tenant components and the Data Platform Cluster components, the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric Platform runs as a fully native Kubernetes 
application. Deploying the Data Platform Cluster as part of the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes provides the following benefits: 

• Independent and elastic scaling of storage and compute 
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• Ability to run different versions of Spark applications using the same data platform 

• Deployment of multiple environments with resource isolation and sharing as required 

By default, HPE Data Platform Clusters on Kubernetes requires a minimum of 5 worker nodes with at least 16 Cores, 128 GB Memory, and 
500GB of ephemeral storage available to the OS. Additional minimum 3X 500 GB disks for configuring storage for HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for 
Kubernetes. The HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric runs as a workload on a Kubernetes cluster. This makes it even easier to install, upgrade, patch, and 
scale data fabric clusters while simplifying the lifecycle management for these clusters.  

Figure 6 shows the components of the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes at a high-level. 

 

KubeDirector 
The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform uses standard Kubernetes (K8s) facilities of custom resources and API extensions to implement a stateful 
scale-out of application clusters. This approach enables transparent integration with K8s user or resource management and existing K8s clients 
and tools. 

In broad terms, KubeDirector is a "custom controller" (deployed into K8s) that watches for custom resources of a given type to be created or 
modified within some K8s namespace(s). On such an event, KubeDirector uses K8s APIs to create or update the resources and configuration of a 
cluster to follow the specification defined in the custom resource.  

Unlike some other custom controller implementations, KubeDirector does not tie a custom resource definition to an application or contain 
hardcoded application-specific logic within the controller. The application characteristics are instead defined by metadata and an associated 
package of configuration artifacts.  
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Figure 7 shows the diagram representation of the KubeDirector custom controller. 

 

The separation of responsibilities characteristics includes: 

• Application experts: Within or outside the organization, running the KubeDirector can enable application deployment without writing "Go" 
code or understanding the operation of custom controllers. This includes making easy incremental changes to adopt new versions of an 
application or tweak the setup choices exposed to the end-user. 

• Site administrators: Easily manage the application types and versions that are available within an organization. This is done without 
undergoing a custom controller code upgrade that could potentially disrupt operations. 

• End-users: Launch and reconfigure clusters using familiar K8s tools, selecting from application-specific choices provided to them by the 
experts. 

The preconfigured KubeDirector operator deploys KubeDirector kind of apps. This is a generic operator that allows onboarding a variety of 
applications by providing roles, images per role, services, and ports to be exposed in a simple JSON format.  

This solution describes the way of modernizing a legacy application using KubeDirector. 

HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers 
Hybrid cloud requires a flexible software-defined approach that is built on a foundation of intelligence beginning with the server. HPE ProLiant 
offers a fresh approach that delivers unmatched workload optimization, security, and automation, all available as a service.  
HPE ProLiant DL Gen 10 Servers provide a secure and versatile rack-optimized server with a balance of performance, capacity, and 
manageability. 

HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Servers  
The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server delivers the latest in security, performance, and expandability, backed by a comprehensive warranty. 
The server is designed securely to reduce costs and complexity, featuring the First and the Second Generation Intel® Xeon® Processor Scalable 
Family with up to a 60% performance gain and a 27% increase over the previous processor generations.  

The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server has an adaptable chassis, including new HPE modular drive bay configuration options with up to 30 
Small Form Factor (SFF), up to 19 Large Form Factor (LFF), or up to 20 NVMe drive options along with support for up to three double-wide GPU 
options. Along with an embedded 4x1GbE, there is a choice of HPE FlexibleLOM or PCIe standup adapters, which offer a choice of networking 
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bandwidth (1GbE to 40GbE) and fabric that adapt and grow to change business needs. Also, the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server comes with 
a complete set of HPE Technology Services, delivering confidence, reducing risk, and helping customers realize agility and stability.  

This section describes the HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Servers used in the creation of this solution. Table 1 describes the individual 
components. Each server was equipped with 192 GB RAM and dual Xeon 2.8GHz 16 Core CPUs. Individual server sizing should be based on 
customer needs and may not align with the configuration outlined in this document.  

The HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Servers used in this solution provide a robust platform to run containerized applications. This solution leverage 
five (5) HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Servers used in this solution are deployed as HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 Data Fabric worker 
nodes.  

FIGURE 8. HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server 

HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 server 
The HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 Server supports the Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processor Family with up to 28 cores, plus 2933 MT/s HPE DDR4 
SmartMemory supporting up to 3.0 TB max. With the added performance that HPE Persistent Memory and 10 NVMe bring, the  
HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 means business. Deploy HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 platform for diverse workloads in space-constrained 
environments and maintain it with ease by automating the most essential server lifecycle management tasks with HPE OneView and HPE iLO 5. 
HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 1U Rack Server is redefining dense compute by delivering security, agility and unmatched expandability businesses 
want- all packed in a dense 1U rack design. The server offers excellent expandability packed in a dense 1U rack design and an agile, secure 
infrastructure. This solution leverage fourteen (14) HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 server to HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller, Gateways, 
and Kubernetes nodes. 
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Figure 9 shows the HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 server. 

 

FIGURE 9. HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 server 

For more information on automation script, see https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp. 

SOLUTION ARCHITECTURE 
HPE Ezmeral Container Platform can be used to create and manage multiple containerized clusters (Kubernetes-based or HPE Ezmeral 
Container Platform-based), either on-premises or in the public cloud. The external K8s cluster management feature is available for the HPE 
Ezmeral Container Platform. The on-premises cluster includes highly available HPE Ezmeral Container Platform controllers, HPE Ezmeral 
Container Platform gateway servers, and Kubernetes clusters with master and worker nodes. The persistent volume for the Kubernetes clusters is 
provided using HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes. 

The environment described in this Reference Architecture includes the following main functional components (the details are described in the 
subsequent sections of this document). 

• HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller: Installed and configured on 3x HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 Servers with multiple local disks 
set up as a raid for platform-level high availability functionality that protects HPE Ezmeral Container Platform against the failure of the 
Controller host. Platform-level high availability requires two designated Ezmeral worker hosts, such as Shadow Controller and Arbiter. 

• HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes Cluster: Consists of a bare-metal Kubernetes cluster built on top of 3x HPE ProLiant DL360 
Gen10 Server Compute Module as master nodes and 5x HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Server as workers where the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric 
is created. The deployment of Kubernetes clusters is achieved using the proven HPE Ezmeral Container Platform software. 

• Persistent Storage: Persistent volume for the cluster is available from the native HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes. 

• HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Gateway: Gateway is an important role as it provides a connection to HPE Ezmeral Container Platform- 
managed Kubernetes cluster services. All public service endpoints in KubeDirector- managed Kubernetes clusters will be exposed via HPE 
Ezmeral Container Platform Gateway re-mapped ports. Redundancy for Gateway hosts is provided by creating two sets of gateway servers. 
This is done by mapping multiple Gateway host IP addresses to a single hostname. This ensures that there is no single point of failure for the 
Gateway host. When this is done, either the DNS server or an external load balancer will load-balance requests to the hostname among all the 
Gateway hosts on a round-robin, least connection, etc. basis. 

  

https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp
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Figure 10 shows the layout of the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform deployment on HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers – without the K8s Compute 
Cluster nodes. 

 

FIGURE 10. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform solution layout on HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers 

NOTE 
The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Gateway discussed in this Reference Architecture is bare metal deployment. 

The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform environment is built around HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers using a deployment setup consisting of 
Nineteen (19) HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers: three (3) HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 Servers are deployed as HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 
Controllers in a highly available configuration, two (2) HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 Servers are deployed as gateway Load Balancer server, three 
(3) HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 Servers as Kubernetes storage cluster master along with five (5) HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Servers for the 
Kubernetes storage cluster worker nodes that are used to create the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes and finally six (6) HPE ProLiant 
DL360 Gen10 Servers are deployed as Kubernetes compute cluster worker nodes and master nodes. Local Disks on the servers are used for 
providing storage for Ephemeral Disks and Persistent Volume in Kubernetes Clusters. 

The persistent volume from the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes is configured for the Kubernetes compute cluster by deploying an HPE 
CSI driver. 
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Figure 11 shows the physical layout of the server, storage, and network used for the solution. 

 

FIGURE 11. Front view of HPE ProLiant DL360 and HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Servers in the solution 

SOLUTION COMPONENTS 
This solution describes the deployment of the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, the creation of a Kubernetes cluster with the native HPE 
Ezmeral Data Fabric for Kubernetes, and an app modernization use case using KubeDirector. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controllers, 
Gateway servers, and Kubernetes cluster nodes are configured to achieve high availability and are described as part of this Reference 
Architecture. The HPE Container Storage integration driver gets installed in an automated fashion as a part of the cluster installation.  
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Hardware 
Table 1 lists the hardware components utilized in the design of this solution. 

TABLE 1. Components utilized in this solution 

Component Qty Description 

HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 Servers  14 Three (3) for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller + Two (2) for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Gateway + 
Three (3) for HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric K8 Master Nodes + Six (6) for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform K8s Compute 
Cluster  

HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 Servers  5 Three (3) HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric K8 Worker Nodes 

HPE Aruba 8325-32C BF  2 Each switch contains either 40/100GbE (QSFP+/QSFP28) or 1/10/25GbE (SFP/SFP+/SFP28) 

 

Software 
Table 2 shows the software that was used in this solution configuration. 

TABLE 2. Software used in this solution 

Component Version Description 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 Control Plane deployed on three server nodes 

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15 SP2 OS for all compute modules with SP1 update minimum 

HPE Gateway Load Balancer 5.2 Configured automatically by HPE Ezmeral Container Platform using two server nodes 

Kubernetes 1.18 Kubernetes version installed as a part of the solution  

Docker 19.03.5 Docker server and client version 

HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric 6.2 HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric for tenant persistent volume  

 

SOLUTION DIFFERENTIATOR 
This Reference document is accompanied with automation playbooks to deploy the operating systems and the solution are available at 
https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp and a deployment guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-
DL/. The automation script help saves time while fostering accuracy by decreasing the number of steps involved in setting up the solution. This 
in turn improves business productivity and promotes an “Idea Economy”, where success is defined by the ability to turn ideas into value faster 
than the competition. Show below is the high-level reduction in steps when using the automation playbooks to deploy the solution. 

The graph shown below depicts the graphical steps difference in forming a manual vs automated deployment of HPE Ezmeral Container 
Platform 5.2 environment on Bare-metal servers using scripts mentioned in this document. 

 

FIGURE 12. Comparison manual vs automated deployment steps of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 on bare-metal servers 
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BEST PRACTICES AND CONFIGURATION GUIDANCE FOR THE SOLUTION 
This section describes the prerequisites required and best practices followed while implementing this solution.  

NOTE 
The solution assumes that the following infrastructure services and components are installed, configured, and function properly in the 
deployment environment: DHCP, DNS, and NTP. 

Operating System installation 
Installs the SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15 SP2 and ensures that the system has appropriate licensing in place using SUSE subscription. Installs 
the latest patches using zypper and ensures that the prerequisites have been met for each server. 

Disk requirement 
A minimum of two (2) raw disks of 500 GB or higher in addition to the OS disk is required. Minimum one (1) 500 GB raw disk is for Docker 
storage (ephemeral storage). These disks are provided as a local disk.  

The operating system installation and prerequisites for the deployment are automated as part of this solution. The playbooks to deploy 
operating systems and the prerequisites are available at, https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp. 

  

https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp
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Switching and cabling 
Figure 13 describes the cabling configuration of nineteen (19) HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers as well as the HPE Aruba 8325-32C BF 
switches and Aruba VSX, which takes advantage of the ArubaOS-CX modern architecture, and delivers best in class high availability within the 
context of HPE Ezmeral Container platform solution.  

 

FIGURE 13. Frame and switch cabling within the solution 

Storage 
Kubernetes guidelines state “managing storage is a distinct problem from managing to compute instances.” This is in line with the fundamental 
tenet of modern data center design, that compute and storage are best considered separately from a planning and deployment perspective. 
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The based on the required performance either solid-state disks or hard disk drives can be used, where it is consumed by HPE Ezmeral Container 
Platform ephemeral disk for Docker and optionally by compute nodes as boot devices. Kubernetes Storage Cluster running on HPE ProLiant 
DL380 Gen10 servers local disk provides Persistent Volume (PV) for containers using the HPE CSI Driver.  

Table 3 describes recommendations for the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform storage. 

TABLE 3. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform storage recommendations for HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers 

Host Type EPIC – Storage Type Storage Recommendation 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform - Controller 

Shadow controller 

Arbiter controller 

OS 

Node Storage 

 

2 x 960 GB SSD configured as RAID 1 

1 x 9600 GB SSD configured as RAID 0 

 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform – Compute OS 

Node Storage 

2 x 960 GB SSD configured as RAID 1 

1 x 960 GB SSD configured as RAID 0 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform-Gateway OS 2 x 960 GB SSD configured as RAID 1 

 

Figure 14 describes the logical storage layout used in this HPE Ezmeral Container platform solution.  

 

FIGURE 14. Logical storage layout used in this solution 
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HPE Container Storage Interface 
The HPE CSI Driver is a multi-vendor and multi-backend driver where each implementation has a Container Storage Provider (CSP). The HPE 
CSI Driver allows any vendor or project to develop its own Container Storage Provider by using the CSP specification. This makes it very easy for 
third parties to integrate their storage solution into Kubernetes as all the intricacies are taken care of by the HPE CSI Driver. 

The CSI specification includes constructs to manage snapshots as native Kubernetes objects and create new Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs) 
by referencing those objects. Other capabilities include PVC expansion, inline ephemeral volume, and the ability to present raw block storage to 
pods.  

CAPACITY AND SIZING  
Based on the solution deployed as part of this Reference Architecture, this section recommends the capacity for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 
deployment that is dependent on the expected load in the environment. The following values are considered for defining the load. 

• Number of Tenants supported 

• Number of Clusters per tenant 

• Number of Containers per clusters 

• Resources around CPU, memory, and disk of the server 

From these values, the required amounts of physical CPU, memory, and disk storage space can be computed. Once these are determined, they 
can be converted to specific server configurations for deployment. 

For more information around HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Sizing, http://docs.bluedata.com/51_host-requirements%24sizingconsiderations. 

HPE Sizing tool for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise has created a unique Sizer tool to assist in deploying the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform on HPE servers and it is 
quick and easy to size the user requirements. This sizing tool provides end-users to create a customized sizer recommendation based on the 
wide options available in the user-friendly web interface which helps them to pick and choose various components and get an approximate cost 
of the configuration or BOM. To access the Sizer tool, visit the following link https://solutionsizers.ext.hpe.com/EzmeralCPSizer/. 

 

FIGURE 15. HPE Sizing tool for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 

 

 

http://docs.bluedata.com/51_host-requirements%24sizingconsiderations
https://solutionsizers.ext.hpe.com/EzmeralCPSizer/
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The HPE online sizer for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform sizes the compute tier where the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform software is running. 
This allows the Clusters to be deployed on servers optimized for running HPE Ezmeral Containerized service. Furthermore, the compute capacity 
can easily be scaled by adding more compute servers as new tenants and services are bought online without incurring the cost of scaling storage 
when not required.  

 

FIGURE 16. High-level workflow of HPE Sizing tool for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 

CONNECTED ENVIRONMENT SOLUTION CONFIGURATION 
This section provides high-level steps involved in the configuration of the solution for servers that have access to the internet and can download 
required packages and update directly. 

 

FIGURE 17. Connected environment solution layout 
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Pre-deployment environment configuration 
Pre-deployment environment configuration is a 3-step process that includes the following: 

 

FIGURE 18. Pre-deployment environment configuration 

The playbooks to deploy the server profile and operating systems are available at https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp. 
Figure 19 shows the high-level workflow diagram for the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform solution on HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers. 

 

FIGURE 19. Workflow diagram for the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform solution on HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers 
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https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp
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NOTE 
For Physical environment configuration, contact HPE Support. 

Automated deployment 
Usage of Ansible playbooks to deploy the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform is automated and eliminates manual intervention. Ansible playbooks 
provide the following functionalities for the installation user to deploy the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. 

• Install the controller nodes and Gateway 

• Create, update, or delete Kubernetes cluster 

• Add or remove hosts on the Kubernetes cluster 

• Create and manage tenants  

• Add and install EPIC worker nodes 

Prerequisites 
• Any Ansible Linux machine with Ansible 2.9.x and Python 3.x 

• Playbooks are used to download the tools (epicctl, kubectl, kubectl-hpecp-plugin, and jq). They should be placed in /usr/local/bin - 
epicctl - kubectl - kubectl-hpecp plugin – jq 

• HPE Ezmeral Container Platform bundle 

For detailed steps, see the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform on HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers Deployment guide available at, 
https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

Deployment flow  
Figure 20 shows the workflow diagram for automated HPE Ezmeral Container Platform deployment. 

 

FIGURE 20. Workflow for automated HPE Ezmeral Container Platform deployment 

• Update variable or Host fileClone Repo & Update File
• Run download-tools.ymlDownload Prerequisites
• Run controller.ymlSetup HPE ECP
• Run gateway.ymlAdd Gateways
• Run epic-worker.ymlAdd Epic Worker 
• Run controller-ha.ymlHPE ECP Controller HA
• Run k8s-hosts.ymlAdd K8s Hosts
• Run k8s-cluster.ymlCreate K8s Cluster 
• Run k8s-tenant.ymlCreate Tenant

https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/home
https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/
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NOTE 
epicctl is a Go-based CLI for orchestrating the installation of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform on-prem as well as in a public cloud. To obtain the 
epicctl tool, click the following link to open the application and for more details. 

https://epicctl.s3.amazonaws.com/beta.6/linux/epicctl  

DISCONNECTED ENVIRONMENT SOLUTION CONFIGURATION  
This section provides high-level steps involved in the configuration of the solution for servers that do not have access to the internet and 
download required packages and update from a repository server. 

 

FIGURE 21. Disconnected Environment Solution layout –Airgap 

  

https://epicctl.s3.amazonaws.com/beta.6/linux/epicctl
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Deployment configuration 
Deployment environment configuration is a 4-step process that includes the following: 

 

FIGURE 22. Deployment configuration 

The playbooks to deploy the server profile and operating systems are available at https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp. For 
more details, refer to the Deployment Guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

  

• Setup RMT Server download required packages & files with conditional internet access

• Setup an Installer machine (Ansible Engine) with conditional internet access, Clone 
required files and repos

• Setup Offline Container registry 

• Setup designated hardware for deploying the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform

• Install and configure operating systems on the above-configured hardware 

• Configuring prerequisites for the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform deployment on all the 
servers

• Setup First HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller

• Setup HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Gateway Nodes

• Setup HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller HA 

• Setup HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kubernetes Hosts 

• Setup HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kuberntes Cluster with HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric 

• Register HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric 

• Setup HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kubernetes Compute cluster 

https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp
https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/
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GATEWAY LOAD BALANCER  
Gateway servers map the services running in Ezmeral nodes or containers to ports and balance service loads as described in Gateway Hosts and 
Load Balancing. Add the designated gateway server(s) to the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. 

 

FIGURE 23. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform gateway Kubernetes orchestrator 

Kubernetes orchestrator 
• A simple, secure, and fully managed control path for end-users and admins alike to access Kubernetes API servers (such as when handling 

kubectl commands) as well as the service endpoints of multiple Kubernetes clusters. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform dynamically manages 
endpoints, including kubeconfig contents, as clusters and services are created, deleted, or updated. 

• Automated load balancing for Kubernetes masters and services. Kube API traffic (via kubectl etc.) is load-balanced to both multi-masters 
highly available Kubernetes clusters and multi-replica NodePort services. 

• SSL termination to container service access points. 

Gateway host high availability 
Redundancy for multiple Gateway hosts can be achieved by mapping multiple Gateway host IP addresses to a single hostname. When this is 
done, then either the DNS server or an external load balancer will load-balance requests to the hostname among each of the Gateway hosts on a 
round-robin basis. This ensures that there is no single point of failure for the Gateway host. 

If required existing load balancing solutions such as NGINX can be used to further enhance the capability of the Gateway such as least 
connection load balancing, SSL termination, etc.  

  

http://docs.bluedata.com/50_gateway-hosts
http://docs.bluedata.com/50_load-balancing
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The existing load balancing solution is shown in Figure 24 as an external load balancer. 

 

FIGURE 24. External Load Balancer for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 

TABLE 4. External Load Balancing reference for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 

Load balancer Service TCP port/range Description  

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller  80 This is for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform https Web UI access 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller 443 This is for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform https Web UI access 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller 8080 This is for accessing the Kubernetes Web Interface via the controller  

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Controller 8080 This is for accessing the Kubernetes Web Interface via the controller  

HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric  8443 This is access to the MCS for the HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric via https 

Kubernetes services  6443-10000 This is for Kubernetes Administrator management and functioning 

Application services  10000-50000 This is for an end-user to access services running within the Kubernetes cluster  

 

Load Balancing with NGINX  
Nginx offers load balancing across multiple application ports is a commonly used technique for optimizing resource utilization, maximizing 
throughput, reducing latency, and ensuring fault-tolerant configurations. NGINX can be used to further enhance the capability of the HPE 
Ezmeral Container Platform Gateways after the gateways are configured using a common Hostname. 

For more information on how to configure NGINX as an External Load balancer for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, refer to the Deployment 
Guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

SECURITY 
Role-based access control 
Role-based access control (RBAC), also known as role-based security, is a framework that restricts system access. It does so by setting 
permissions and privileges to enable access to authorized users. Most organizations use role-based access control to provide their employees 

https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/
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with varying levels of access based on their roles and responsibilities. This protects sensitive data and ensures employees can only access 
information and perform actions they need to do their duties. 

Users and Roles in HPE Ezmeral Container Platform  
The HPE Ezmeral Container Platform provides a multi-tenant hybrid cloud platform. This multi-tenant platform is based on role-based access 
control. Some of the user-and tenant-related considerations to be resolved when planning/maintaining your deployment include: 

• Tenants: The number of tenants and the function(s) each tenant performs will determine how many users with the Tenant Administrator role 
will be needed and, by extension, the number of users with the Tenant Member role will be needed for each tenant. The reverse is also true 
since the number and functions of users needing to run jobs can influence how you define tenants. For example, different levels of 
confidentiality may mandate separate tenants. 

• Job functions: The specific work performed by a given user will directly impact the role they receive. For example, a small organization may 
designate a single user as the Tenant Administrator for multiple tenants, while a large organization may designate multiple Tenant 
Administrators per tenant. 

• Security clearances: You may need to restrict access to information based on a user’s security clearance. This can impact both the tenant(s) a 
user has access to, and the role configured for that user within a given tenant. 

Table 5 lists the role-specific acronyms that are used within the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. 

TABLE 5. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform role-specific acronyms 

Acronym Description  

PLADMIN  PLADMIN stands for the Platform Administrator role. 

KA  KA stands for the Kubernetes Tenant Administrator role. 

KC  KC stands for the Kubernetes Cluster Administrator role. 

KM. KM stands for the Kubernetes Tenant Member (non-administrative) role. 

TA  TA stands for the Big Data Tenant Administrator role. 

TM  TM stands for the Big Data Tenant Member (non-administrative) role. 

PA  PA stands for the AI/ML Project Administrator role. 

PM  PM stands for the AI/ML Project Member (non-administrative) role. 

SV  SV stands for the Site Viewer role. This is an internal role that is only visible to HPE Technical Support personnel. 

 

For more details on the specific functions that can be performed by the above roles, refer to the Users and Roles.  

Platform security and monitoring 
Sysdig Security and monitoring  
To address the security challenges that exist in a containerized environment, this solution leverages the Sysdig SaaS Platform to secure and 
monitor the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, an enterprise-ready Kubernetes platform that is installed and configured on HPE ProLiant DL 
Gen10 Servers. After the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kubernetes cluster is deployed, the cluster access is granted to the Sysdig SaaS 
Platform. The Sysdig SaaS Platform is a cloud-based service where security and monitoring services will be available to the user based on the 
choice of their subscription. For security and monitoring of the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, it is required to install the Sysdig Agent on the 
Kubernetes cluster. Sysdig Agents are light-weight entities that are installed within each node in the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 
Kubernetes cluster. These agents run as a daemon to enable Sysdig Monitor and Sysdig Secure functionality. Sysdig Monitor provides deep, 
process-level visibility into a dynamic, distributed production environment. Sysdig Secure provides image scanning, run-time protection, and 
forensics to identify vulnerabilities, block threats, enforce compliance, and audit activity across an HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kubernetes 
cluster. 

  

http://docs.bluedata.com/51_users-and-roles
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The key benefits are:  

• Faster incident resolution using Sysdig Monitor for the cluster 

• Simplified compliance for the entire solution 

• Service-based access control for container security and monitoring 

• Less time spent on managing platforms, containers, and vulnerabilities 

The implementation of Sysdig in this solution uses the Software as a Service (SaaS) deployment method. The playbooks deploy Sysdig Agent 
software to capture the data from every node in the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kubernetes deployment. The captured data is relayed back 
to your Sysdig SaaS Cloud portal. The deployment provides access to a 90-day try-and-buy, fully-featured version of the Sysdig software. For 
more information about Sysdig Agent deployment in the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kubernetes setup, see the HPE Ezmeral Container 
Platform on HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers Deployment guide available at, https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

NOTE 
The Sysdig functionality is not a part of this solution. 

USE CASE 
Application modernization with HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 
Legacy application modernization enables organizations to create new business value from existing and aging applications. This is achieved by 
updating them with modern features and capabilities. Different strategies such as refactoring, re-architecting, rebuilding, and so on are adopted 
to modernize an application. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends starting with a “lift and shift” approach where the application is first 
containerized with as minimal changes as possible. After the application is containerized, it is easier and faster to upgrade to better infrastructure, 
refactor to microservices, and dynamically scale deployment. This approach enables regression testing of the application before further 
modifications are done. 

In a "lift and shift" scenario, the same versions of OS, libraries, or components and applications are retained. Containers provide the application 
with an environment very similar to the existing environment. This paves the way to commence modernizing the application deployment while 
making minimal or no changes to the application itself. In this section, Hewlett Packard Enterprise describes the best practices for modernizing 
applications by containerizing the legacy application and deploying it on the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform using KubeDirector.  

Traditional Kubernetes approach 
This section describes the traditional way of deploying a stateful application on Kubernetes. The web application Methodize-Productivity is a 
simple productivity manager and to-do tool that uses ReactJS, ExpressJS, NodeJS, and MongoDB. The Node.js frontend, backend, and the 
MongoDB database use Persistent Volume (PV) and Persistent Volume Claims (PVCs) to store data. PV and PVCs are independent of the pod 
lifecycle and data are preserved even during events such as restarting, rescheduling, and deletion of pods. A Persistent Volume claim will be 
created at the deployment step and uses HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric as the default persistent volume.  

The following steps are as listed: 

1. Create the docker files for the three tiers. 

2. Create a secret to store the credentials, if any. 

3. Create the Service, PVC, and Deployment for the NodeJS frontend, backend, and MongoDB database respectively. 

4. The pods deployed in this approach do not make any explicit requests for a specific StorageClassName. The default MapR StorageClass is 
used. The NodeJS frontend YAML file is configured to use the NodePort Service instead of the load balancer service to enable the HPE 
Ezmeral Container Platform to re-map the ports.  

5. Applying the YAML file creates the required resources and the description of the created service that helps you to access the endpoint for the 
application.  

For a detailed description of the approach, see http://docs.bluedata.com/51_k8s-kubernetes-cluster-usage-examples. 

https://sysdig.com/partners/hpe/
https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/
http://docs.bluedata.com/51_k8s-kubernetes-cluster-usage-examples
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Deploying a stateful application using KubeDirector 
KubeDirector is an open-source project designed to make it easy to run complex stateful scale-out application clusters on Kubernetes. 
KubeDirector is built using the custom resource definition (CRD) framework and leverages the native Kubernetes API extensions and design 
philosophy. This enables transparent integration with Kubernetes user or resource management as well as existing clients and tools. 

KubeDirector provides the following capabilities: 

• The ability to run non-cloud native stateful applications on Kubernetes without modifying the code. In other words, it is not necessary to 
decompose the existing applications to fit a microservices design pattern. 

• Native support for preserving application-specific configuration and state. 

• An application-agnostic deployment pattern, minimizing the time to onboard new stateful applications to Kubernetes. 

KubeDirector is a "custom controller" (deployed into K8s) that watches for custom resources of a given type to be created or modified within 
some K8s namespace(s). On such an event, KubeDirector uses K8s APIs to create or update the resources and configuration of a cluster to bring 
it into accordance with the specification defined in that custom resource. KubeDirector uses the following custom resources name, namely 
KubeDirectorApp and KubeDirectorCluster. 

The app resource definition is used to create an application template that has the required metadata of the application such as the image used, 
the ports exposed, the various roles, and persistent volume. The cluster resource definition is used to instantiate the application template by 
providing the required resources such as CPU, memory, storage, and replicas. The application created this way has its endpoint exposed which is 
accessed using the service gateway endpoint mapping.  

Deploying Methodize-Productivity web-application using KubeDirector 
Methodize-Productivity is a simple productivity manager and to-do tool that uses ReactJS, ExpressJS, NodeJS, and MongoDB. 

Figure 25 shows the architecture of the legacy application. 

 

FIGURE 25. Legacy application architecture 
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Figure 26 shows the workflow steps to deploy the Methodize-Productivity application using KubeDirector. 

 

FIGURE 26. Workflow steps to deploy the Methodize-Productivity application using KubeDirector 

For more details, refer to the Deployment Guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

Multi-cluster management  
HPE Ezmeral Container Platform provides a unified control plane to manage a fleet of Kubernetes clusters located both on-premises as well as 
those running in the managed cloud providers such as Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) in AWS. The dashboard allows you to monitor cluster 
health and usage statistics, and to provide Identity and Access Management across clusters. Once an external cluster is imported and registered 
within the platform, you may then create tenants, set up role-based access controls, deploy applications, and use many of the same features as a 
Kubernetes cluster created within HPE Ezmeral Container Platform. 

Figure 27 shows the overview of multi-cluster management. 

 

FIGURE 27. Multi-cluster management overview 

https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/
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Prerequisites 
The following requirements must be met to import an external Kubernetes cluster: 

• The external Kubernetes cluster must already exist before you begin the import process. Refer to your cloud provider documentation for 
instructions. 

• The external Kubernetes clusters require a private endpoint, and all of the pods in this cluster must be able to access the HPE Ezmeral 
Container Platform control plane. 

• A bidirectional network communication must be configured to allow communications between the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform and the 
external Kubernetes cluster.  

• Domain name resolution must be configured so that the pods launched on the external cluster can resolve the hostnames of the on-premises 
control plane.  

• The external Kubernetes cluster must be accessible using kubectl to get the information needed to import that cluster. 

• The user accessing the external Kubernetes cluster must have the privileges to create and elevate a service account. 

• The external Kubernetes cluster must include a service account with a cluster-admin role binding.  

• A Default StorageClass must already be set up for the external Kubernetes Cluster. 

Import Cluster Workflow Flow  
A high-level deployment flow is as shown. 

 

FIGURE 28. Import Cluster Workflow 

 

FIGURE 29. Imported existing on-premise external Kubernetes cluster 
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FIGURE 30. Imported existing Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (Amazon EKS) External Kubernetes Cluster 

For more details, refer to the Deployment Guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

Business continuity using Kasten K10 
The Kasten K10 data management platform is purpose-built for Backup/restore for Kubernetes enterprise operations teams for an easy-to-use, 
scalable, and secure system, disaster recovery, and mobility of Kubernetes applications. K10’s provides an application-centric approach and deep 
integrations with relational and NoSQL databases, Kubernetes distributions, and all clouds. Simple, policy-driven, and extensible, K10 provides a 
native Kubernetes API and includes features such as full-spectrum consistency, database integrations, automatic application discovery, multi-
cloud mobility, and a powerful web-based user interface. 

 

FIGURE 31. Kasten K10 and HPE Ezmeral Container Platform high-level overview 

 

  

https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/
https://docs.kasten.io/latest/index.html
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High-level workflow 
Shown below are the high-level steps involved in installing Kasten K10 within the K8 cluster running as part of the HPE Ezmeral Container 
platform 5.2. 

 

FIGURE 32. Kasten K10 installing in HPE Ezmeral Container Platform workflow 

For more details, refer to the Deployment Guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

Observability, Security, and Reliability 
Microservices Architecture brings in a set of challenges in terms of security, network traffic control, and application telemetry. These challenges 
are overcome with the usage of a Service Mesh. A service mesh is a network of microservices that consists of applications and interactions 
between those applications. Istio, an open-source service mesh product developed by Google, IBM, and Lyft. It is one of the more feature-rich and 
complex options available in Service mesh today. Istio works by deploys a special sidecar proxy that intercepts all network communication 
between microservices, using Istio’s control plane functionality. Kiali works with Istio to visualize the service mesh topology. Kiali is a management 
console for Istio. Istio Service Mesh can be enabled while creating or editing any Kubernetes Cluster deployed by HPE Ezmeral Container 
Platform. The administrator can also enable or disable Istio Service Mesh and can also enable mTLS for each tenant within the cluster. 

High-level deployment flow  
The prerequisite for deploying Istio is access to the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform WebUI. Below is the high-level workflow for setting up or 
enabling Istio for HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Kubernetes Cluster.  

 

FIGURE 33. Istio service mesh installing in HPE Ezmeral Container Platform workflow 
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FIGURE 34. Istio service mesh and Kiali visualized Dashboard 

Kubernetes Cluster Elasticity  
To meet the on-demands growth and shrinking of the application instances, there might be times when the Kubernetes cluster nodes might be 
added to scale up resources. Expanding a Kubernetes cluster adds more resources and high availability to your cluster for example expanding 
from 1 master host to 3 master hosts adds high availability protection to the Kubernetes cluster. Shrinking a Kubernetes cluster is also preferred 
when existing cluster resources are needed for use elsewhere to manage effective usage of on-demand resources. 

In HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 you expand and shrink your Internal Kubernetes Clusters and not the imported clusters that are 
managed by the platform. In this Reference Architecture, an automated approach to expand or shrink your existing Kubernetes cluster is 
explained. The high-level flow of the automated process is as follows: 

 

FIGURE 35. Kubernetes Cluster Elasticity flow 

For more detailed information on Kubernetes Cluster Elasticity, refer to the Deployment Guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-
hpecp/5.2-DL/. 
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HPE Nimble Storage Array Integration  
Persistent volumes for Kubernetes stateful clusters are seamlessly available either from the native persistent HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric that is 
deployed during cluster creation or optional with HPE Nimble Storage array using the storage interface driver (CSI). The HPE CSI Driver for 
Kubernetes allows you to use a Container Storage Provider to perform data management operations on storage resources such as HPE Nimble 
Storage Array. The difference is the persistent HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric once registered with the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform is available as 
the default storage class for subsequent k8s compute clusters installed with HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 deployment. The persistent 
volume setup using HPE CSI Driver must be installed on every k8s cluster within HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 deployment. Also, the 
additional physical network connectivity must be established between the k8s worker nodes and HPE Nimble Storage array on the appropriate 
VLAN. The high-level overview of installing the HPE CSI Driver in every k8s cluster is shown below: 

 

FIGURE 36. HPE Nimble Storage array Integration Flow 

For more detailed information, refer to the Deployment Guide at https://hewlettpackard.github.io/hpe-solutions-hpecp/5.2-DL/. 

SUMMARY 
Companies are driving digital transformation and investing in innovation to compete. They are looking to deploy modern apps faster and simplify 
the production environment in a hybrid cloud architecture. To do so, they may have a mandate to move their application portfolio to the cloud 
and/or containers. Many organizations are still struggling to achieve these goals due to a lack of time and expertise. This Reference Architecture 
showcases the “lift-and-shift” application modernization use case and allows organizations to accelerate time-to-value by flawlessly building up a 
workable infrastructure the first time, every time.  

With the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, enterprises now have a unified Kubernetes-based software solution for DevOps, CI/CD workflow, 
application modernization across hybrid cloud architecture, streamlining deployment, air-gapped (disconnected) deployment and operations 
with consistent orchestration and management. The platform acts as the control plane for container management and provides persistent 
container storage across multiple versions of open-source Kubernetes for container orchestration. 

The solution provides customers a simpler, more scalable approach to modernizing applications with greater efficiency, higher utilization, and 
bare-metal performance by “collapsing the stack” and eliminating the need for virtualization. Developers have secured on-demand access to their 
environment. So, they can develop apps and release code faster, with the portability of containers to build once and deploy anywhere. IT teams 
can manage multiple Kubernetes clusters with multitenant container isolation and data access, for any workload from edge to core to cloud. The 
benefits of containers beyond cloud-native microservices-architected stateless applications can be extended by providing the ability to 
containerize monolithic stateful analytic applications with persistent data.  

The combination of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform paired with HPE ProLiant DL Gen10 Servers and HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric deliver a 
modular architecture that can rapidly deploy modern containers supporting the new application framework. Ultimately, this results in faster 
digital transformation by helping organizations drastically increase the velocity of application development and accelerate innovation. This 
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Reference Architecture provides an overview of an enterprise-grade solution that helps organizations to increase agility, simplify operations, and 
deliver a cloud-like experience while offering a compelling return on investment. 

APPENDIX A: BILL OF MATERIALS  
The following bill of materials contains the core components utilized in the creation of this solution. Services, support, and software are not 
included in the BOM, and power distribution should be customized based on customer needs.  

NOTE 
Part numbers are at the time of testing and subject to change. The bill of materials does not include complete support options or other rack and 
power requirements. If you have questions regarding ordering, please consult your HPE Reseller or HPE Sales Representative. For more details, 
see hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html. 

TABLE A1. Bill of materials 

Part number Qty Description 

  Rack  

P9K10A 1 HPE 42U 600mmx1200mm G2 Kitted Advanced Shock Rack with Side Panels and Baying 

P9K10A 001 1 HPE Factory Express Base Racking Service 

H6J85A 1 HPE Rack Hardware Kit 

BW932A 1 HPE 600mm Rack Stabilizer Kit 

BW932A B01 1 HPE 600mm Rack include with Complete System Stabilizer Kit 

  HPE Ezmeral Container Platform HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 nodes  

867959-B21  14 HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10 8SFF Configure-to-order server  

867959-B21 0D1  14 Factory Integrated  

867959-B21 ABA  14 HPE DL360 Gen10 8SFF CTO server  

P02592-L21  14  Intel Xeon-Gold 5218 (2.3GHz/16-core/125W) FIO Processor Kit for HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10  

P02592-B21  14  Intel Xeon-Gold 5218 (2.3GHz/16-core/125W) Processor Kit for HPE ProLiant DL360 Gen10  

P02592-B21 0D1  14  Factory Integrated  

P00922-B21 56 HPE 16GB (1x16GB) Dual Rank x8 DDR4-2933 CAS-21-21-21 Registered Smart Memory Kit 

P18434-B21  56 HPE 960GB SATA 6G Mixed Use SFF (2.5in) SC 3yr Wty Multi-Vendor SSD  

P18434-B21 0D1  56 Factory Integrated  

P01366-B21  14 HPE 96W Smart Storage Lithium-ion Battery with 145mm Cable Kit  

P01366-B21 0D1  14 Factory Integrated  

804326-B21  14 HPE Smart Array E208i-a SR Gen10 (8 Internal Lanes/No Cache) 12G SAS Modular Controller  

804326-B21 0D1  14 Factory Integrated  

879482-B21  14  HPE InfiniBand FDR/Ethernet 40/50Gb 2-port 547FLR-QSFP Adapter  

879482-B21 0D1  3  Factory Integrated  

865414-B21  28  HPE 800W Flex Slot Platinum Hot Plug Low Halogen Power Supply Kit  

865414-B21 0D1  28  Factory Integrated  

BD505A  14 HPE iLO Advanced 1-server License with 3yr Support on iLO Licensed Features  

BD505A 0D1  14 Factory Integrated  

734811-B21  14 HPE 1U Cable Management Arm for Rail Kit  

734811-B21 0D1  14 Factory Integrated  

867998-B21  14 HPE 1U Gen10 Bezel Kit  

867998-B21 0D1  14 Factory Integrated  

http://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html
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Part number Qty Description 

874543-B21  14 HPE 1U Gen10 SFF Easy Install Rail Kit  

874543-B21 0D1  14 Factory Integrated  

  HPE Ezmeral Container Platform HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 nodes 

868703-B21  5 HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 8SFF Configure-to-order server  

868703-B21 0D1  5 Factory Integrated  

868703-B21 ABA  5 HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 8SFF CTO server  

P02510-L21  5  Intel Xeon-Gold 6242 (2.8GHz/16-core/150W) FIO Processor Kit for HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10  

P02510-B21  5  Intel Xeon-Gold 6242 (2.8GHz/16-core/150W) Processor Kit for HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10  

P02510-B21 0D1  5  Factory Integrated  

P00922-B21 40 HPE 16GB (1x16GB) Dual Rank x8 DDR4-2933 CAS-21-21-21 Registered Smart Memory Kit 

P18434-B21  30 HPE 960GB SATA 6G Mixed Use SFF (2.5in) SC 3yr Wty Multi-Vendor SSD  

P18434-B21 0D1  30 Factory Integrated  

826694-B21  5 HPE DL38X Gen10 x16/x16 Riser Kit  

826694-B21 0D1  5 Factory Integrated  

871674-B21  5  HPE DL38X Gen10 Slot 1/2 x16/x16 FIO Riser Kit  

804326-B21  5  HPE Smart Array E208i-a SR Gen10 (8 Internal Lanes/No Cache) 12G SAS Modular Controller  

804326-B21 0D1  5 Factory Integrated  

879482-B21  5  HPE InfiniBand FDR/Ethernet 40/50Gb 2-port 547FLR-QSFP Adapter  

879482-B21 0D1  5  Factory Integrated  

867810-B21  5  HPE DL38X Gen10 High High-Performance Temperature Fan Kit  

867810-B21 0D1  5 Factory Integrated  

830272-B21  5  HPE 1600W Flex Slot Platinum Hot Plug Low Halogen Power Supply Kit  

830272-B21 0D1  10 Factory Integrated  

BD505A  5 HPE iLO Advanced 1-server License with 3yr Support on iLO Licensed Features  

BD505A 0D1  5 Factory Integrated  

733664-B21  5  HPE 2U Cable Management Arm for Easy Install Rail Kit  

733664-B21 0D1  5  Factory Integrated  

867809-B21  5  HPE Gen10 2U Bezel Kit  

867809-B21 0D1  5  Factory Integrated  

733660-B21  5  HPE 2U Small Form Factor Easy Install Rail Kit  

733660-B21 0D1  5 Factory Integrated  

  HPE Aruba 8325-32C 32-port 100G Switching 

R9F67A  2  Aruba 8325-32C 32-port 100G  

R9F78A  7 HPE Aruba 100G QSFP28 to QSFP28 5M DAC Cab 

R9F58A  2 HPE Aruba X2C2 RJ45 to DB9 Console Cable 

  HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 

R4T58AAE 608 HPE Cntr Plat 3yr Sel Sub 24x7 E-LTU (based on CPU core)  

  SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 

N7F54AAE 19 SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 1-2 Sockets or 1-2 VM 1 Year Subscription 24x7 Support E-LTU 
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APPENDIX B: HPE EZMERAL CONTAINER PLATFORM 5.2 LITE TOUCH INSTALLATION 
To enhance the experience of deploying HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 using automation scripts even further, the Lite Touch Installation 
(LTI) enables the administrator to deploy HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 using fewer playbooks. The prerequisites for the LTI deployment 
method are the availability of iLO access to the servers and connected to the application network and have the required storage available on the 
computes to deploying HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 successfully along with Kubernetes cluster running HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric. 

The high-level flow for the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform LTI deployment method is as follows: 

 

FIGURE B1. HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 Lite Touch installation flow 
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The LTI enables end-to-end deployment of HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 starting with the Operating System deployment on compute to 
installing k8s based HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric storage and registering it with the Platform for k8s multi compute cluster usage. For more 
information on HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 Lite Touch Installation (LTI) method and scripts refer to 
https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp. 

APPENDIX C: HPE EZMERAL ML OPS 
HPE Ezmeral Machine Learning (ML) Ops is an optional software add-on to the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform that extends the speed and 
agility of the Container Platform by bringing the power of containers to the entire machine learning lifecycle. This includes data preparation, 
model building, model training, model deployment, collaboration, and monitoring. HPE Ezmeral ML Ops is an end-to-end data science solution 
with the flexibility to run on-premises, in public clouds, or a hybrid model, and respond to dynamic business requirements in a variety of use 
cases.  

Figure C1 shows the HPE Ezmeral ML Ops solution. 

 

FIGURE C1. HPE Ezmeral ML Ops 

With the HPE Ezmeral ML Ops solution, data science teams involved in the ML/DL life cycle of building and deploying ML models can benefit 
from the industry’s most comprehensive operationalization and lifecycle management solution for enterprise AI: 

• Model Building: Pre-packaged, self-service sandbox environment for ML tools and data science notebooks such as TensorFlow, Keras, 
PyTorch, and more. 

• Model Training: Scalable training environment with secure access to Big Data. Single node or distributed multimode clusters for development, 
test, or production workload. Patented innovations provide high performing training environment with compute and storage separation, which 
securely accesses the shared enterprise data source on-premises or cloud-based storage. 

• Model Deployment: Flexible, scalable, endpoint deployment can deploy the model’s native runtime image, such as Python, R, H2O to a secure, 
highly available, and load balancing environment. An integrated model registry enables version tracking and provides seamless updates to 
models in production. Auto-scaling from HPE Ezmeral ML Ops dynamically scales up nodes for the scoring engines. 

https://github.com/hewlettpackard/hpe-solutions-hpecp
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• Model Monitoring: Offers end-to-end visibility across the ML model lifecycle. Complete visibility on runtime resource usages such as GPU, 
CPU, and memory utilization are available. The ability to track, measure and report model performance along with third-party integration 
tracks accuracy and interpretability. 

• Collaboration: Enables CI/CD workflow with code, model, and project repositories. Project repository and GitHub integration of HPE Ezmeral 
ML Ops provides source control, ease of collaboration, and enables lineage tracking for improved auditability. The model registry stores 
multiple models, including multiple versions with metadata for various runtime engines in the model registry. 

• Security and Control: Provides secure multitenancy with integration for an enterprise authentication mechanism. HPE Ezmeral ML Ops 
software provides multitenancy and data isolation to ensure logical separation between each project, group, or department within the 
organization. HPE Ezmeral ML Ops integrates with enterprise security and authentication mechanisms such as LDAP, Active Directory, and 
Kerberos. 

• Hybrid Deployment: Support for deployment on-premises, public cloud, or hybrid cloud. HPE Ezmeral ML Ops runs on-premises on any 
infrastructure, in public clouds, or a hybrid model, providing effective utilization of resources and lower operating costs. 

Figure C2 shows an overview of the ML/DL lifecycle. 

 

FIGURE C2. ML/DL lifecycle 

HPE Ezmeral ML Ops delivers the following new AI/ML functionalities in addition to the HPE Ezmeral Container Platform functionality: 

• Leverages the power of containers to create a complex machine learning and deep learning stacks that include distributed TensorFlow, 
Apache Spark on Yarn with Kerberos, H2O, and Python ML and DL toolkits.  

• Spins-up distributed, scalable, machine learning, and deep learning training environments in minutes rather than months — on-premises, 
public cloud, or in a hybrid model. 

• Enables a choice of programming languages and open-source tools to support even the most complex ML pipelines. For example, start with 
data pre-processing in Spark with Scala, followed by model development with TensorFlow on GPUs, and finally model deployment on CPUs 
with TensorFlow runtime. 

• Implements CI/CD processes for your ML projects with a model registry. Model registry stores models and versions created within HPE 
Ezmeral ML Ops, as well as those created using different tools/platforms. 
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• Improves the reliability and reproducibility of machine learning projects in a shared project repository (GitHub). 

• Enables the deployment of models in production with secure, scalable, highly available endpoint deployment with out-of-the-box auto-scaling, 
and load balancing. 

• Allows data scientists to focus on the core task of building ML models to improve business outcomes rather than managing infrastructure. 

• Enables Out-of-the-box application images to rapidly deploy containerized environments – sandbox, distributed training, or serving 
(inferencing) — with popular ML and DL tools, interfaces, and languages. Such as Python, R-Studio, TensorFlow, Spark, and more. 

• Enables the creation of custom application images with any combination of tools, library packages, and frameworks to suit your needs. 

For additional information on HPE Ezmeral ML Ops, click here. 

 

http://docs.bluedata.com/52_about-hpe-ezmeral-ml-ops
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RESOURCES AND ADDITIONAL LINKS 
HPE Reference Architectures, hpe.com/info/ra 

HPE External Demo Portal https://hpedemoportal.ext.hpe.com/login 

HPE Servers, hpe.com/servers 

HPE Storage, hpe.com/storage 

HPE Networking, hpe.com/networking 

HPE Technology Consulting Services, hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform, https://www.hpe.com/us/en/solutions/container-platform.html 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Interactive Demo Experience, https://hpe.com/engage/containerplatform 

HPE Ezmeral Data Fabric https://www.hpe.com/us/en/software/data-fabric.htm 

Sysdig security, compliance, and monitoring for Kubernetes, https://sysdig.com/partners/hpe/  

NGINX Load Balancing, https://www.nginx.com/partners/hp-enterprise/  

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform Sizer tool https://solutionsizers.ext.hpe.com/EzmeralCPSizer/. 

HPE Ezmeral Container Platform 5.2 documentation https://docs.containerplatform.hpe.com/52/index.html 

 

To help us improve our documents, please provide feedback at hpe.com/contact/feedback. 
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